CA TECHNOLOGIES
STANDARDIZING FINANCIAL PROCESSES
AND INCREASING INSIGHT

QUICK FACTS
Industry
High tech – software providers
Revenue
US$4.3 billion
Employees
13,200
Headquarters
Islandia, New York
Web Site
www.ca.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® ERP application, SAP Extended
Diagnostics application by CA Wily, SAP
NetWeaver® Portal, SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse, and SAP NetWeaver
Master Data Management components
Implementation Partner
Accenture

CA Technologies, a global IT management company, helps customers optimize their IT assets. CA Technologies
extended its deployment of the SAP®
ERP application to offices in Europe,
the Middle East, and Africa. By helping CA Technologies consolidate
administrative functions and increase
visibility, SAP software is expected
to help the company improve efficiencies and save an estimated
US$7 million annually.

SAP Business Transformation Study
High Tech – Software Providers

Key Challenges
• Extend existing SAP® ERP application to
corporate offices in Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa
• Create a corporate standard for financial,
procurement, and sales processes
• Generate consistent, accurate information
• Enhance cross-enterprise visibility
• Improve administrative efficiency by consolidating financial operations

Why SAP Was Selected
• Rich functionality of SAP ERP
• Recognized ERP solution that helps meet
governance and compliance requirements
• Single global instance of software, extending functionality to offices worldwide
• Ability to create a cohesive, consistent view
of business
• Opportunity to support standardized business processes using scalable software

Implementation Best Practices
• Delivered project on time and within budget
• Deployed SAP ERP to offices in 25
countries
• Applied successful deployment strategies
used in North American SAP ERP rollout,
with local legal and statutory variances
• Led by enthusiastic IT and financial
executives
• Worked closely with Accenture
• Used proven, reliable deployment methods

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Consolidated business systems, enabling
80% of global operations to run on SAP
ERP
• Decommissioned 123 legacy applications,
with plans to retire hundreds more
• Conducted more than 3,600 tests internally
to help safeguard integration, security, and
performance
• Streamlined job scheduling with CA
Autosys® Workload Automation

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Achieved efficiencies that are expected to
create an estimated US$400 million cumulative savings by fiscal year 2017
• Standardized financial processes
• Helped decrease development and compliance costs
• Automated intercompany financial transfers
• Streamlined revenue recognition process at
the transaction level
• Enhanced insight into financial data
• Improved decision-making confidence

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator
Operational costs

Impact

-$7 million
annually (anticipated)

Financial close and
consolidation process

-30%

Regional financial staffing
costs (for close, consolidation,
and order-to-cash processes)

-15%

“SAP software gave us the opportunity to consolidate certain administrative
functions and create a more cohesive, consistent view across the business.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Raymond T. Sommerstad, Vice President of Operations, CA Technologies

CA Technologies is a leading provider of
information technology management software and services. As it grew into an
international organization, the company
deployed different business solutions –
creating a diverse IT environment that
made it difficult to share data or create a
cross-enterprise view of operations. Recognizing the advantages of using a single
business solution, CA Technologies
deployed the SAP® ERP application at 25
offices in Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa (EMEA).

application monitoring, were used to support the rollout. The internal team tested
the software extensively and streamlined
job scheduling using the CA Autosys®
Workload Automation product.

ties – including the order-to-cash process
– have been reduced by approximately
15%.

What’s more, CA Technologies now has
enhanced insight into its financial data,
When the rollout was complete, the
which is enabling improved decision
deployment team had decommissioned
making. “The SAP software has given
123 legacy applications and standardized
us new visibility into critical facets of our
many financial processes. CA Technologies business,” says Sommerstad. “For
now operates 80% of its business on SAP example, we can use the software to
software.
understand how much revenue is generated by a specific transaction, the value
To support the generation of timely, accuof transactions across Europe, or which
rate financial data, CA Technologies
As a result of the new efficiencies creatproducts may require additional investdeployed an automated process for intered by this deployment, CA Technologies
ment to drive sales.”
expects to generate hundreds of millions company transfers that replaced timeof dollars in savings and enable agile deci- consuming, error-prone, manual tasks. The Looking forward, CA Technologies
company also enhanced its revenue recog- plans to use its SAP ERP deployment
sion making that will support growth.
nition process. Both improvements help
“Having users on the same business
successes in North America and EMEA
software and using consolidated process- CA Technologies support its legal and stat- to standardize business processes and
utory reporting requirements. “With the
consolidate financial operations in its
es have helped us gain detailed visibility
SAP ERP application, we have lowered the offices in the Asia-Pacific and Latin
into our business,” states Raymond T.
management overhead and audit fees
America regions. “We expect to continue
Sommerstad, Vice President of Operarequired to enable compliance by reducing using our systematic operational cadence
tions at CA Technologies.
the number of sites from four to three,”
to deploy SAP ERP and gain the benefits
of standardization,” explains Brink Tully,
Enabling New Efficiencies with SAP states Gregory L. Zelo, CA Technologies’
and CA Software
Vice President of Solution Delivery.
Director of IT Strategy at CA
Technologies.
After a successful implementation of
Creating a Program for Profitable
Growth
SAP ERP in CA Technologies’ North
American offices, executives of the
Islandia, New York–based organization
So far the benefits of this project have
recognized that a unified financial applica- been dramatic. Process efficiencies
tion was the best choice for its global
are expected to generate annual savings
operations. The deployment throughout
of US$7 million, with an estimated
EMEA was completed on time and within $400 million in cumulative savings by
budget. Implementation processes and
fiscal year 2017. The time required to
tools, such as CA Clarity™ Project & Port- execute the monthly close and consolidafolio Manager and the SAP Extended
tion process has been reduced by 30%.
Diagnostics application by CA Wily for
Regional staffing costs for financial activi-
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